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VALUE

JOHN 15 – 17
GROWING IN PRAYER

PART 2 ~ 



SUMMARY ~ CONTEXT ~ 
REVIEW



VALUE

• Who determines value?

• What makes it 
valuable?



THE 
PERCEIVED 

VALUE OF AN 
OBJECT 

DETERMINES  
THE VALUE 
OF THAT 
OBJECT





JOHN 15 – 17
JESUS PREPARES HIS DISCIPLES FOR THE 

PANDEMIC (DEPARTURE)
1 – 15  “STAY CONNECTED” (ABIDE)

“ASK WHATEVER IT WILL BE DONE” (PRAYER)



JOHN 15:16
• 16 You did not choose me; 
• I chose you. 

• And I gave you this work: 

• to go and produce fruit, 
fruit that will last. (bigger 
than your life) 

• Then the Father will give 
you anything you ask for in 
my name



1/19 – PART 2 (PRAY)
1/26 – DANIEL FAST – (SPECIFICS) (WAIT)

2/22/22 – DANIEL FAST
PART – 3 TRUST 1/26/22



PRAY ~ WAIT~ TRUST  - JOHN 17: 6 - 9
6 “I showed what you are like to those you 
gave me from the world. They belonged to 
you, and you gave them to me, and they 
have obeyed your teaching. 7 Now they 
know that everything you gave me comes 
from you. 8 I gave them the teachings you 
gave me, and they accepted them. They 
knew that I truly came from you, and they 
believed that you sent me. 9 I am praying 
for them. I am not praying for people in the 
world but for those you gave me, because 
they are yours.



GOD DETERMINED YOUR VALUE…

THE VALUE THAT GOD DETERMINED…

• We were created with God’s purpose in mind. You and I 
(each believer) is a product of God’s vision. God has 
decided what you and I could and should be . That does 
not come into reality – until we understand what God has 
in mind for each of us.



VALUE
• IN THE GARDEN THERE WAS A 
PRICE PUT ON YOU AND ME 
AND THAT PRICE WAS 
DETERMINED BY YOUR VALUE 
IN THE EYES OF GOD. 



CONTEXT FOR EXISTENCE

THE GREAT GOD OF THE 
UNIVERSE HAS SOMETHING IN 

MIND FOR YOU.

Bigger than your 
years!!!

“bear fruit” –
Jn. 15: 16

“good works” -
Eph 2:10



WHAT I AM LEARNING 
FROM THE PANDEMIC…

The pandemic 
(disruption) helped me 
to see that my value is 
not determined by how 
often I attend church.

Or how well I preach or 
teach.

In spite, of my flaws, 
mess- ups and hang-
ups, I am still his child.

I can’t make Him love 
me “any more or less”.

“and on & on it goes”…



GOD DETERMINED YOUR 
VALUE…

• THE VALUE THAT GOD DETERMINED…

TRUST



VALUE • JESUS  DETERMINED YOUR VALUE; THAT EACH BELIEVER WAS 
VALUABLE ENOUGH FOR HIM TO DIE FOR. AND THAT WE EXIST TO 
MAKE HIM KNOWN TO OUR COMMUNITIES.



VALUE  > VISION • MISSION



MATTHEW 
28:18-19

• 18-20 Jesus, undeterred, went right ahead and gave his charge: “God 
authorized and commanded me to commission you: Go out and train 
everyone you meet, far and near, in this way of life, marking them by 
baptism in the threefold name: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Then instruct 
them in the practice of all I have commanded you. I’ll be with you as you 
do this, day after day after day, right up to the end of the age.”



DANIEL FAST
Pray ~Wait ~Trust

Thursday – GBBC Devotionals



DANIEL FAST

The Daniel Fast
16 And when you fast, don’t make it obvious, as the hypocrites do, for they try to look miserable and 
disheveled so people will admire them for their fasting. I tell you the truth, that is the only reward they 
will ever get. 17 But when you fast, comb your hair and wash your face. 18 Then no one will notice that 
you are fasting, except your Father, who knows what you are doing in private. And your Father, who 
sees everything, will reward you.
Matthew 6:16-18 (NLT)
Fasting is a powerful discipline. Many people who find it difficult to fast for multiple days on a water-
only or liquid-only method of fasting (called a normal fast).  The Daniel Fast is a partial fast.



DANIEL FAST     FEBRUARY 2, 2022 (2/2/22)
The Daniel Fast
1. The Daniel Fast is a partial fast, meaning that some foods are eaten, and others are 

restricted. The fast is typically followed for 21 consecutive days and is like a vegan 
eating plan with more restrictions and the only beverage on the fast is water.

First and foremost, the fast is a spiritual discipline where followers of Jesus Christ can 
draw nearer to God and focus more of their attention on Him and His ways. In today’s 
busy and distracting culture, entering a fasting experience is like pushing the pause 
button on a hectic life and centering more on the rest that Jesus offers. This quieter and 
more focused time allows you to hear the still small voice of Holy Spirit as He reveals 
God’s truth and direction for your life.



WELLSPRING 

Several types of fasts exist. If you choose to follow another type of fast 
during this 21-day period, it’s perfectly acceptable. The Daniel Fast is 
suggested because it is a biblically based partial fast that almost anyone can 
participate in. Susan Gregory is a recognized contemporary champion of 
The Daniel Fast. The following description of The Daniel Fast is excerpted 
from her website:
The Daniel Fast is a method of fasting used by hundreds of thousands of 
Christians throughout the world. The fast is based on the fasting experiences 
of the prophet Daniel along with standard Jewish fasting principles.
The Daniel Fast is a partial fast, meaning that some foods are eaten, and 
others are restricted. The fast is typically followed for 21 consecutive days 
and is like a vegan eating plan with more restrictions and the only beverage 
on the fast is water.
First and foremost, the fast is a spiritual discipline where followers of Jesus 
Christ can draw nearer to God and focus more of their attention on Him and 
His ways. 



DANIEL FAST
The prophet Daniel's personal three-week fast boiled down to four directives: Eat no bread, eat no 
meat, drink no wine and do not anoint yourself. 

1. Eat No Bread
Many modern-day Daniel Fast-ers interpret this as a directive to abstain from eating not only bread but 
also processed foods, refined carbs, sugars and all products containing yeast.

2. Eat No Meat
The Daniel Fast is "devoid of animal products and preservatives, and inclusive of fruits, vegetables, 
whole grains, legumes, nuts and seeds.” (eggs, dairy, fish,



DANIEL FAST

3. Drink No Wine
Many people who do the Daniel Fast today take this as a directive to abstain from 
alcohol completely for three weeks.
4. Do Not Anoint Yourself
People who follow the Daniel Fast today often skip this aspect of the Biblical Daniel's 
personal fast. In Daniel's day, "To anoint oneself with oil was a sign of joy, and to omit it 
was a sign of sorrow," according to The Book of Daniel, With Notes and Introduction. 
Biblical scholars say Daniel would have anointed himself with olive oil when he wasn't 
fasting.

https://www.livestrong.com/article/13723797-effects-of-alcohol/


DANIEL FAST
Fasting from Indulgences:

As Christians, listen to the leading of the Holy Spirit. God may speak to us 
individually for anything that He wants us to sacrifice for the 21 days. 
This can be fasting from many things such as coffee, deserts, TV (I suggest 
anyone who is fasting to cut their cords with TV and social media and 
smart phones. It will increase the benefits of fasting.) Fasting from 
shopping and being online all the time. 
• Social media
• Shopping
• Gaming
• T.V.



DANIEL FAST
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